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Outline 

Love, Unity and Purpose:  
The Secret to Spectacular Relationships 

Philippians 2:1-5 

 

I.      How much of your day is all about you? 

        A.      A self- obsessed culture. 

        B.      The root of disunity is selfishness. 

        C.      Obsession of the self is harmful to the well-being of a person. 

 

II.    The context. 

        A.      Philippians 1:27-30—The apostle Paul is calling on the church to live lives worthy of 

                  the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

                  1.       Standing firm in one spirit with one mind striving TOGETHER for the faith of 

                            the gospel.   

 

III.    Why should we do it? 

         A.      Four rhetorical questions: 

                   1.      If there is any encouragement in Christ… 

                            a.      Has Jesus ever been an encouragement to you? 

                   2.      If there is any consolation of love… 

                            a.      Have you ever felt the love of Jesus in your life? 

                   3.      If there is any fellowship of the Spirit… 

                            a.      Have you ever experienced the blessing of the Holy Spirit in your life? 

                   4.      If any affection and compassion… 

                            a.      Have you ever felt the deep affection and mercy of Jesus Christ? 

  

IV.    What does it look like? 

         A.      Being of the same mind… 
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                   1.      To strive to achieve a common understanding with a general agreement. 

         B.      By maintaining the same love… 

                   1.      The highest form of love for each other—agape love. 

         C.      United in spirit… 

                   1.      To live in selfless harmony with fellow believers. 

         D.      Intent on one purpose… 

                   1.      Thinking one thing together. 

 

V.      How  do we do it? 

         A.      Do nothing from selfishness… 

                   1.      Selfishness is that attitude of being concerned with one’s own interests above  

                            the interests of others. 

                            a.      Satan was the first “selfish” being—Isaiah 14:12-15 

          B.      Regard one another as more important than yourselves… 

                    1.      Humility—lowliness of mind.  

                             a.      “Think like a slave”. 

          C.      Don’t ONLY look out for your own interests, but also for the interests of others. 

 

VI.     Our Example—Jesus Christ (2:5)      
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Sermon Notes 

An Urgent Challenge for the Church 
Philippians 1:21-30 

 

 

The below is the actual “working manuscript” of the sermon that was presented. It was written 

and designed for the spoken word rather than a polished written manuscript.  

 

 

This will be different today…. I often say tongue and cheek that “this might be my last 

sermon”…. I usually say that when the passage… the topic I will be speaking on may rub some 

of you wrong….. but in that I center everything upon God’s word…. I feel obliged to deliver 

it…. risky business this preaching is! 

The fact is… I’m afraid… that what I am going to say… especially in the beginning of this 

morning’s message…. Could and probably may literally be illegal in a few years…and my 

reason for going into all this is to warn us as a church of Jesus Christ that we must be vigilant in 

staying unified together in the gospel of Jesus Christ…. 

Each one of us placing our lives on His word… unapologetically and completely. 

 

On the onset beginning this series on Philippians I shared how Philippians can’t get off my 

mind… as a church we went pretty much verse by verse in Philippians back in 2018, just four 

years ago. What has struck me is the fact that the world has changed so dramatically in just those 

four years…. 

That upon reading this epistle now… our context at least culturally has changed so radically…. 

That the unchanging message that the apostle Paul has given us… is now received in such a 

different light…God’s word hasn’t changed… never will…. But the world does and has… 

unfortunately so has the church…. 

Four years ago… the sermons I preached on this book could have been preached word for word 

back in the years 2000….1990’s…80’s… and I wouldn’t have changed a thing I said…. 

But advance just four years from 2018 to now… and the world events have opened up a new 

context in understanding and applying this wonderful book…. this morning and next week we 

will be addressing a vital topic for the church in 2022…. It has always been a vital topic…An 

urgent topic… it was in Paul’s day… and Philippians takes it on… 

Unity of the church of Jesus Christ… never in my life time has the church been so 

challenged…. And as a result …so rapidly changing as it has in these recent years… 
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denominations are fracturing and many/most have dissolved into a morass of disarray and 

division… becoming benign and impotent as a light of truth to the hurting world.  

Once solid churches and Christian institutions have slid off their foundation of the inerrant word 

of God…the rock of God’s unchanging word… to an over contextualized… 

compromised…fractured body of confused social warriors (rather than gospel warriors)…more 

concerned with appeasing the lifestyles and choices of the masses rather than fighting for the 

purity of the church…for the furtherance of the gospel.… 

 

This message really began in the beginning of the year… the first week of January…I… along 

with several thousand pastors throughout the United States received a letter from a coalition of 

concerned pastors from Canada…the original letter was written by a Canadian pastor…. For the 

events described in the letter have taken place in Canada….  

I believe this is a very important letter… so important I want to share some of it with you this 

morning…[perhaps more than you would like!]… after a detailed explanation [which I will 

summarize for you in a minute]… the letter ended with this… 

“On January 16, 2022, faithful men across this country (Canada) and many in the United 

States as well, will be preaching on God’s design for marriage and a biblical ethic of sexuality. 

We will be doing so illegally, declaring to the State that there is one God and one Lord over 

His church, and that Christ alone gets to both define marriage and dictate what is required in 

the pulpit.” 

The letter was a plea and invitation for me personally preach to this church God’s design for 

marriage and a biblical ethic of sexuality on January 16… The letter requested my signature to 

measure the support for this request… over 5000 pastors in the United States signed the 

document….committing to preach this on January 16th…. I signed the document….but you know 

that I did not speak on the 16th because I was not here…. 

Since I didn’t speak on this… I want to share with you the gist of the letter…in light of this 

morning’s passage… at a later date I will specifically address the topic….  

But I want you to be aware of all this… for this is a specific frontal attack on the church… it is 

Satan’s attempt to fracture and divide the church… Paul calls for the church to be unified.. and 

so do I this morning…..did you catch the words that said that preaching God’s design for 

marriage and a biblical ethic of sexuality will be illegal in Canada?.... 

 

Here’s what happened…. On January 8th a new law went into effect in Canada, Bill C-4… 

initiated on January 16th… which made it a crime to offer to a transgender person or a 

homosexual person any kind of conversion therapy…. It is a crime punishable by up to five 

years in prison to attempt to convert a transgender person or a homosexual. 

The letter continued    
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Many Christians are also concerned about the metaphysical bias that is clearly expressed in the 

preamble to the Bill as passed. It reads as follows: 

“Whereas conversion therapy causes harm to the persons who are subjected to it; 

Whereas conversion therapy causes harm to society because, among other things, it is based on 

and propagates myths and stereotypes about sexual orientation, gender identity and gender 

expression, including the myth that heterosexuality, cisgender gender identity, and gender 

expression that conforms to the sex assigned to a person at birth are to be preferred over other 

sexual orientations, gender identities and gender expressions; 

And whereas, in light of those harms, it is important to discourage and denounce the provision of 

conversion therapy in order to protect the human dignity and equality of all Canadians;…in 

other words… the Biblical view of sexual orientation… gender identity and gender expression is 

a harmful myth!... and needs to be suppressed. 

The problem for us (me) here is not the outlawing of what has become known as “conversion 

therapy’.... the practice of conversion therapy is a terrible thing… certainly not biblical in its 

practice…. Even the Canadian pastor emphasizes this….. this is what he wrote: 

The law’s stated purpose is to outlaw “conversion therapy”. We strongly oppose the coercive 

and unscientific therapeutic practices the Bill was introduced to address. We appreciate and 

affirm the desire of parliamentarians to protect the vulnerable. However, we are deeply 

concerned that the effective reach of the legislation could be extended far beyond its stated 

purpose. Because its definition of “conversion therapy” is vague, many are concerned that it 

could capture parents, pastors and counsellors who teach a biblical understanding of sexuality 

in a variety of situations.   

He goes on to clarify 

The business of conversion is the reason the church is in the world. This is why we exist in the 

world. So when pastors knew this law had been established in Canada, they wanted to stand up 

for the truth of God and let the whole nation know that the church of Jesus Christ will preach the 

conversion of sinners from every kind of sinful lifestyle, including [those mentioned]…. 

…In the meantime however, pastors, parents, counsellors and mentors will be operating without 

any clear assurance that their good faith efforts to teach and commend a Biblical and 

historically Christian perspective on sex and gender will proceed without legal interference. 

Let’s not omit the ending of the letter… so good: 

We recognize that the greatest danger facing the Canadian church is not that we might face 

criminal prosecution, but rather that we might compromise in our teaching of the Word of God 

or fall silent in our proclamation of the gospel. Along with church leaders of like conviction 

across Canada, we stand before you today to pledge that we are committed to obeying God 

above all others (Acts 5:29). With the Lord’s help, we will continue to proclaim the whole 

counsel of God (Acts 20:27) without fear or favour. This includes God’s life-giving design for 

human beings, made in His image, male and female (Genesis 1:27), with sexual intimacy 
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reserved for the covenantal union of a man and a woman (Genesis 2:24). We will continue to 

issue the call to repent of all kinds of sin and to believe the gospel, knowing that we all have 

sinned (Romans 3:23), and that salvation through Jesus is the one true hope for the world (Acts 

4:12). We will continue to love and serve all people in our community, without distinction, in 

Jesus’ name. As we press on in the work of ministry, we will trust our Heavenly Father to guard 

us and keep us, and to work out His greater purposes for our good and His glory. 

We continue to pray for our government, and to plead with the Lord to have mercy on our needy 

land. 

So… on January 16th Pastors of churches across the United States and Canada preached a 

message that technically violate the new law in Canada…… and one could press easily to 

enforce that law…sending Canadian pastors to prison for up to five years… 

 

The real tragedy in all of this however is not the Canadian law…. It is the response of apparently 

the majority of churches in both countries…calling the response in this letter divisive… 

unsympathetic,  judgmental… and exclusive… as one Lutheran pastor commented…. “this is just 

another example of overzealous preachers with legalistic doctrines that are more concerned with 

judging others than loving them”  

This morning the topic is not really about human sexuality… not that we shouldn’t spend some 

time on that in the future… the concern is unity within the church… unity of the believers…. 

And I began with all that because it is through the cataclysmic shifts in social mores such as 

human sexuality…redefinition of Marriage… and other social outlooks such as gender and race 

that is rapidly penetrating into the church and dis-unifying the church of Jesus Christ….  

 

Even though it is so apparent over just the last few years… it has been an erosion happening over 

many years… and now as society dismantles biblical godly values and morals… the church’s 

response is in many instances a gross compromise….becoming impotent and powerless…. 

We are in a battle… a battle of ideas…. Of definitions… a spiritual battle for the soul of every 

individual and for the church itself… this is from the book “By What Standard”….. Theologian 

Kevin Vanhoozer wisely noted that pastors and churches today must particularly brace ourselves 

for a particular kind of spiritual warfare… 

 “We wrestle not against flesh and blood matters in motion, but against ‘isms’, against the 

powers that seek to name and control reality.”…  

That is precisely what I see going on today. There are godless ideologies that have spread 

throughout Western civilization in recent decades with a vengeance and with their agenda to 

“name and control” reality… 

In other words… they are telling us what we are supposed to see; naming it and defining it for 

us… and then demanding that we reorder our lives on the basis of this new, supposed reality…. 
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And the demand is for the church to change… to bend to the ground… to redefine itself… not on 

the standards of God but on the ever changing nuances and whims of society….. and I’m afraid 

the church is doing just that! 

Another observation about the renaming of reality….  

 

The Rise and Triumph of the Modern Self: Carl R. Trueman 

Carl Trueman seeks to answer how a phrase that has become common place in our culture came 

about being common place… as he writes in his introduction…Why this book? The origins of 

this book lie in my curiosity about how a particular statement has come to be regarded as 

coherent and meaningful: “I am a woman trapped in a woman’s body” 

That is really not anything shocking is it?... Trueman continues… My grandfather died in 1994, 

less than thirty years ago, and yet, had he ever heard that sentence uttered in his presence, I 

have little doubt that he would have burst out laughing and considered it a piece of incoherent 

gibberish. And yet today it is a sentence that many in our society regard not only as meaningful 

but so significant that to deny it or question it in some way is to reveal oneself as stupid, 

immoral, or subject to yet another irrational phobia. 

Again…my concern is for the church… as terminology changes… as we become accepting of 

the new reality… when LGBTXYZ becomes an acceptable social norm… it becomes harder and 

harder to uphold God’s holy standards…. And the tendency for the modern church is to bend 

with the rest of society…. 

 

In our own denomination… the Southern Baptist Convention… we are on the verge of great 

division if not extinction…The battleground is exactly what I’ve been talking about…  

There is a huge softening away from God’s definitions of gender, sexual orientation and 

marriage…one of the flagship churches in the SBC has made provocative moves toward the 

acceptance of the homosexual lifestyle….. 

In a recent sermon… the last SBC president…preaching in his church… speaking on 

homosexuality and other sexual sins… He said when it comes to what we have known as sexual 

sin… God only whispers …  

“whisper about what the Bible whispers about and shout about what it shouts about.”… God 

only whispers about sexual sin... but shouts about sins of pride and greed.... the idea that God 

only whispers about sexual sin suggest that it really isn’t that big of a deal! 

Well… after reading Genesis 19… the judgment of Sodom and Gomorrah… if that was God 

whispering… I don’t want to be around when He shouts!.... the point is… again… in its effort to 

come across as relevant to society…good intentions…to be loving and inclusive….. but the 

church is dividing….this is serious stuff!  
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Again… this morning is not about condemning the homosexual… the transexual… the 

transgender… that is not our place… we are not the judge over the world… we have our 

marching orders directly from Jesus Christ… to go into all the world and preach the gospel… it 

is the gospel that saves sinners not us….. 

But to be that light in the world… that light representing the gospel of Jesus Christ… the church 

must be pure… and for the church to be pure is to be unified… each one of you as believers 

make up the church of Jesus Christ….how you live your lives either helps light up the message 

of the church or stains it….  

 

The apostle Paul reminds the church at Ephesians that there is one body and one spirit- just as 

you were called to the one hope that belongs to your call--  one Lord, one faith, one 

baptism, one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all… 

So… let me attempt to connect all this to Philippians 1:21-30 

Read Philippians 1:21-30 

To Paul… ALL of life was the gospel of Jesus Christ… whether Paul lives…. his life is all about 

Jesus… in death… it’s all about Jesus…. And you get the fairly explicit sense that Paul would 

rather leave this world and get on in eternity with Jesus….. 

Agreed? Amen? 

But he stays … why?.... we begin to really see the Christ-likeness of Paul…. The self-less-ness 

of Paul…I could leave and go to heaven right now!... I could leave this miserable world and 

enter the glorious eternal realm of my Lord and Savior…. BUT I’M NOT GOING…why? 

It is necessary for me to stay here for YOUR benefit…. Specifically… the benefit of the 

church of Jesus Christ at Philippi…. The church needed Paul… he had been hearing bits and 

pieces of reports about things not all being well in that church…. They had been under attack in 

a few ways. 

1.  There was an attempt to undermine Paul’s ministry by others in ministry…causing what?.... 

division.  

2.  There was disunity in the church…. Internal strife between its members… we will see that 

when we get to chapter 4…   

3.   There had been opposition to the church…. And there was evidence that the church had 

become frightened… persecution was a real threat…abuse was a real threat…. In fact other 

places tell us that there was physical abuse to the Christians living at that time… this was a time 

of real outside hostility from what Paul calls the enemies of the cross of Christ. 

4. Paul is concerned there might be some defection… people just giving up… it’s all too hard to 

be a Christian in Philippi…. Paul’s earthly passion was for the church to be strong… to progress 

the gospel into the lost world…. And to be unified. 
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Verse 27 is a transition of subjects… the first 26 verses as we’ve seen… Paul’s focus was on 

himself… he was trying to encourage the Philippian church to not be concerned or worried over 

his imprisonment… his circumstances… 

Even though Paul was imprisoned and chained 24/7 to a Roman guard… the gospel was 

spreading… in fact… it spread through the very guards that were chained to him!... and that even 

though his circumstances were not good… Paul had deep…deep joy. 

Why?... because through his circumstances… Christ is being proclaimed and in this I rejoice.. 

.yes rejoice! (18)… but now… he turns his attention to the church itself… knowing they are 

going through some difficulties… all those things I listed earlier…. Similar to the things the 

church in America today is going through. 

How serious is this to Paul?.... for me to love is Christ and to die is gain… there is no other 

reality more important than the reality of the gospel…. And yet… the culture, society, around me 

is trying to erase it!.... we all need to unify… become one… erase inequities… inequalities… set 

aside our differences and come together….man that sounds wonderful! 

Unity is for everyone to just come together… love everyone… accept everyone… judge no one… 

all things are permissible and acceptable so that we can all be “one”… believe what you want… 

but don’t let those beliefs stand in the way from complete unity….  

All of that is from the world’s definition of unity…. Not God’s…. Unity is a state of oneness and 

harmony….yes…but the unity is not with the world…for the believer…All believers in Christ 

are united in Christ. We are in a relationship that unites us with Him and with every other 

believer….the church 

Jesus prayed for His disciples—all who would believe in Him for all the ages—“that all of them 

may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you” (John 17:21). 

 

So what does Paul say to the Philippian church?...what does he say to us?.. what are his 

instructions?... He begins with…showing us that unity in the church begins with how each one of 

us lives our own lives… it doesn’t matter if I am there with you or not… it doesn’t matter what is 

being thrown at you… it doesn’t matter what your circumstances are… WHAT MATTERS IS 

THE CHARACTER OF YOUR CONDUCT…  

Paul begins with how we are to act as professing Christians in a hostile world…. 

Somebody said the Christian life is not a playground it is a battleground… there is an enemy out 

there trying to steal the treasure of the gospel from God’s people… the enemy isn’t the judicial 

system of Canada or the United States…. The battle is a spiritual battle…  

Our battle is not with flesh and blood but against the rulers, against the powers, against the 

world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly 

places… Eph. 6:12 … we are in battle with Satan…  
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The way we fight Satan is to be steadfast in our faith…and that steadfastness begins with our 

daily walk with Christ….  Paul gives us no less than four ways is which we are to do this…the 

first one is  

1. Consistency 

(27) Only conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel. …isn’t that interesting?... the 

most important weapon against the enemy is not the preaching of sermons… or some powerful 

book… the most powerful weapon against the enemy is the consistent life of believers. 

We Christians have furthered the gospel or damaged the gospel more with our lives than 

anything else… it is our lives that are seen by the watching world around us…  

the most effective action we can take as Christians to the secular world around us… is living 

holy lives… ONLY…. Above all…. No matter what… above everything else… no matter what 

the situation….. ONLY…. ONLY…. It’s an emphatic statement… it stands for the essential 

issue… the bottom line in the Christian experience…  

Paul is saying I want your life…your behavior… as a Christian community in a pagan culture to 

be worthy of the gospel you proclaim…. Your life matching the good news you are 

proclaiming…. What’s that look like? 

Jumping ahead to the next chapter… 2:15…. Prove yourselves to be blameless and 

innocent…. Children of God above reproach in the midst of a crooked and perverse 

generation…whom you appear as lights to the world[!] 

Did you get that?... when you are discriminated against for your alignment with Jesus Christ…if 

you lose your job because of your Christian testimony and allegiance…if you get thrown in 

prison for preaching the gospel truth….  ONLY CONDUCT YOURSELF WORTHY OF THE 

GOSPEL….BLAMELESS… INNOCENT… ABOVE REPROACH… BE LIGHT! 

That’s conduct worthy of the gospel… a life consistent to the good news of Christ…Paul’s 

choice of words are very rich… loses a little in the English… but that word translated as 

“conduct”…. Only conduct yourselves…is an interesting verb in the Greek. 

Literally it means to live your life as a citizen of a politeuo… we get the word Politics or 

Political from it…another form is polis…literally polis is a city…. Metro-polis… conduct 

yourselves in a manner that would be proper for a citizen of a polis…behave the way a 

citizen should behave…BUT… not a citizen of earth… a citizen of heaven. 

 

This would have been very meaningful to the church of Philippi… because Philippi was a 

Roman colony… and because of that the citizens were in actuality Roman citizens… complete 

with the benefits of being a Roman citizen… and protection by the Romans… 

The “polis” was not just a place to live… there was tremendous pride to be a part of that place… 

people viewed the polis as a partnership with everyone who was a citizen of the polis to obtain 

the highest good for society…  
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There was very little “living for oneself…the good of the city… the good of the state was the 

mindset of the polis… every individual was to develop his talents and skills not just for his 

benefit…. But for the sake of all who lived there… inter-dependence…  

it was a great privilege…to be of the Roman polis…. Unless you were a Christian!...so….  

While we are on earth… as aliens… we are to behave like heaven’s citizens…again…sneaking a 

peak ahead… Philippians 3:20 for our citizenship is in heaven….! As tragic as it to watch what 

is happening to the culture today… I admit to being a bit nostalgic over the way things “used to 

be”….. but this is NOT where my true citizenship is! 

And instead of knocking my brains out trying to figure out how to fix it… instead of marching 

on Washington D.C….I am to live as a citizen of heaven….. model Jesus Christ to a lost 

world!...I DON’T HAVE TO FIX THIS CULTURE!...I need to share Christ to this culture….a 

great question we should ask ourselves regularly would be Am I conducting myself in a 

manner worthy of the gospel? 

[if we are going to rub culture wrong with our beliefs….. we need to live exemplary lives…] 

Some other places that say the same thing in the Bible… Ephesians 4:1 “…I implore you to 

walk in a manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called… how does that 

look?... with all humility and gentleness, with patience, showing tolerance for one another 

in love….why should I do this?... being diligent to preserve the unity of the Spirit in the 

bond of peace. 

Colossians 1:10 So that you will walk in a manner worthy of the Lord…Why?... to please 

Him in all respects, bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of 

God. 

The church is preoccupied in pleasing man!... the church has changed all of its distinctions that 

glorify God to become desirable to man…  

ONLY conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel…. Consistency!... the second thing 

we’re to do is “stand”…  

2. Standing 

The first part is about walking the walk… the second part is about standing firm…Only conduct 

yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that whether I come and see you 

or remain absent… I WILL HEAR THAT YOU ARE STANDING FIRM…  

That is a military term… it means to be at post in a battle… The picture is of a soldier who will 

not budge from his post no matter what’s coming at him…we are literally seeing examples of 

this, with the Ukrainian army as it stands up to Russia’s invasion…. President Zelensky pleading 

over and over again to the far outnumbered army… STAND FIRM!... and they are!……I want to 

hear that you are standing at your post and will not move…   
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When a soldier stands his post… he is standing for two things…. He is standing for his 

country…. And he is standing against his enemy… we are standing for God…. And standing 

against Satan! 

Practically what does that look like?.... don’t move from God’s word…don’t move from the 

lifestyle that is representative of the good news of Jesus Christ…it has to do with 

purity…virtue…obedience to Christ… holiness…your spiritual character…STAND…DON’T 

MOVE!....  don’t move doctrinally… stay firm on the doctrines of the Bible… 

compromising means you’re wobbling… not standing firm…it’s being knocked off balance.    

Just a few pages back in Paul’s letter of Ephesians… Paul uses the same word there also… in 

chapter 4… 13… he tells us how to stand firm: 

Take up the full armor of God… remember the armor?...gird your loins with truth… 

breastplate of righteousness… shield of faith… helmet of salvation…sword of the Spirit…which 

is the Word of God… Take up the full armor of God….why?... not so that you can battle with 

society!... not so that you may club the culture over the head…. So that you will be able to 

resist the evil day… AND HAVING DONE EVERYTHING TO STAND FIRM. 

How should we stand firm?... that’s the third thing we’re to do: 

3. Be in unity 

So we go from the idea of a soldier…standing firm… put on full armor…  to that of an athlete… 

Only conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that whether I 

come and see you or remain absent, I will hear that you are standing firm IN ONE SPIRIT, 

WITH ONE MIND, STRIVING TOGETHER FOR THE FAITH OF THE GOSPEL. 

“Striving together” is a Greek athletic term… sun-athleo… we get athlete from it… sun means 

“with”… athleo means to compete in a contest…He’s picturing a church as a team… and when a 

team works together… it is victorious. 

[1st year playing football in High School… Dave_______…. Neanderthal…. We barely had any 

hair on our legs… Dave shaved twice a day… I’m sure he was 30 years old… but he was so 

good… so strong and so far above the rest of us… Dave was our team… everyone just figured… 

give Dave the ball and he will make touch down after touch down….. we lost almost every 

game!]  

There was no “team”… no “unity”… nobody working together… certainly no STRIVING 

together…that’s exactly the picture here….PLAYING AS A TEAM TO ADVANCE THE 

TRUTH OF GOD… TO HONOR CHRIST AND TO DO HIS WILL… 

(start to see just how little “me” there is in this equation!!) 

There are no superstars in the church… the church is not an individual…. But a body of 

believers…Later in Philippians we will see how two women in the church are at odds with each 

other… and as a result threatens to derail the entire church!...disunity weakens the church… it 

separates it…ultimately destroys it. 
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Are you starting to see how we are to exist as aliens in this culture?... so different than the culture 

would recommend to us… so alien to this world… you fight back by living a godly life?... you 

respond to a hostile culture by being a light?.... by continuing to stand on what you have placed 

your life on regardless of what the world throws at you to knock you down? 

To become one-minded with other Christians?... because that gives us strength?... striving 

together?.... and that all leads to having an incredible confidence. 

4. Confidence 

I will hear of you that you are standing firm in one spirit, with one mind, striving together 

for the faith of the gospel semi-colon…(28)In no way alarmed by your opponents…  

I love these terms Paul used!... you have the soldier… the athlete…now it is a horse… 

“alarmed” is the description of a horse in battle… he gets spooked and bolts…. Most likely it 

was something very small… harmless that caused him to be startled and run away…  

But the whole environment of battle… of war… intensified the imagination and fear of the 

horse… a little mouse jumps out from behind a log and the horse throws off his rider and gets 

out of town! 

When we have unity… standing firm with the same mind… the same goals… the same spirit… 

the same ideology… and we embrace our arms together… IN NO WAY… will we ever be 

“alarmed”…. Either by small little things that could spook us…. Or huge things that could kill 

us…  

In other words… there is NOTHING that the world can throw at us that will derail us if we do all 

these things Paul is instructing us to do! ….NOTHING!.... Standing steadfast… standing firm… 

unwavering in our faith…. Living a righteous life… unified together with other believers.. we 

can have the confidence of victory! 

 

The rest of that verse might be puzzling… in no way alarmed by your opponents – which is a 

sign of destruction for them, but of salvation for you and that too is from God. 

When hostility confronts you because of your Christian faith… what happens is that the 

opponent is identified… and that opponent is headed for eternal destruction… not only that… 

when you suffer for Christ… it is a sign that you have salvation in Him!... the unsaved do not 

suffer for Christ! 

Read verse 29 

Suffering…. What are we to know about suffering?.... EXPECT IT!... If you as a Christian are 

walking in a manner worthy of the gospel…. Expect suffering!... if we as church are standing 

firm in our faith… together in unity… expect suffering! 
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God has chosen you not only for salvation…. But also for suffering!...listen to this… He has 

granted you… charizo… means grace… He has graciously gifted you not only faith but with 

suffering!... Suffering is a GIFT from God!!!!! Really? He gave me a gift of suffering? 

Why is it a gift?... what’s so good about suffering?... IT ASSURES YOU OF YOUR 

SALVATION… when they attack you… it tells you what side you’re on! 

He reminds you of where your hope is!... NOT HERE ON THIS EARTH!... it perfects you for 

usefulness!.... it provides union with Christ…. The fellowship of His sufferings… it brings joy 

due to the privilege…. Like the early church said in Acts….  

They counted it all joy to suffer for His sake!... it leads to eternal reward!..... 1st Peter 4:13 

but to the degree that you share the sufferings of Christ, keep on rejoicing, so that also at 

the revelation of His glory you may rejoice with exultation. 

Suffering?.... EXPECT IT! 

 

WE… you and me…. the Christian church of true believers in Jesus Christ… the body of 

Christ… is being attacked… like we’ve never experienced before… we can’t play church…. We 

can’t… the world is redefining everything we stand on! 

[Al Mohler… “Broom”] 

◼ We must be consistent… only conducting ourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of 

Jesus Christ. 

 

◼ We must stand firm…unmovable in God’s truth. 

 

◼ We must stand in unity… in one spirit, with one mind… striving together for the faith 

of the gospel. 

 

◼ We must be confident…confident that the gospel is truth and worthy of staking our lives 

upon it. 

 

 


